規則：貴金屬存摺賬戶

Rules: Notional Precious Metals Passbook Account

ൔټᙔΦ࿇ሏʸ
ᇼ͛ቇ̯Ϸૈ৻רؿಁe̯Ϸૈ৻רؿಁၤ̯ஃૈؿڬʼΣτאᘩcᎶ˞̯ஃؿڬ
ૈʼݯๅe
Ε̯ஃڬɻcʼ෮̊τֺ̔ܞcྦྷ̯Ϸʥ̯Ϸֺؿτొ߸я˳̯ܢϷؿᘗͨɁ
ʥՇᜑɁe੬˳ܢ੬ؿፘଐဳଉɁdᘗֻɁʥፘଐˤଉɁe͐ٲ௰ᅕؿീႍ˳ܢ
ଠᅕcʦɾ͛ಳe͐ٲȹိֲПؿീႍᎶ˳ܢҰֲПeᏪพˀܞႺϷΕࠗಋ
پᏪพؿˀɥe˳ܢԎಲࠉԹ෮ຮeɁɡ˳ܢɁdʔ̇dԾผdዟ༅Ꮺ
ਆ໔dྑਆ໔dผֺʥ྆مeֺτᅟᕀ̋כמݯϣϤஉcԎɺᄧᚊᘷe̯ஃڬ
˞͉ႍӰᅅᄘcᘷ৻ʔ̳ʥʔʐeৌྦྷᏃௐɁϤஉؿᘷஃڬԎɺሬ͂e
1.

͓ሏʸ

1.1

̯Ϸ෮c੬˿͓ሏʸҙ༅̯כϷɺࣂܞցؿൔټᙔe

1.2

̯Ϸੀכ͓੬ؿሏʸࣂΉ੬ᖋೕΦ࿇eΣτc̯Ϸؿ፣ੀ࠾ቝ੬ؿΦ
࿇e̯ڈϷ̊Ϸ෮c੬ੀˮ͐੬ؿΦ࿇c˞ኧА੬ؿሏʸe

1.3

Φ࿇ɺ˿ᔝᜑe੬ɺผΕΦ࿇ʑ˱ɃতඖֶҡҝΦ࿇e੬ੀᖇѢဳړΦ࿇cΦ࿇
Στፘֶ̖ฌาc੬ੀЩࣂ̯كϷe

1.4

ΣܺɁˮ͐Φ࿇ᚬ൬Ϸ͚מc̯Ϸ˿உ੬ɰᚬ൬Ϸ͚מcɺሃੱܰؗЯ
ᙔྡྷe੬ɺผΕԯ܃ᐰီ͚̰מᏵᚬe

2.

͚מ

2.1

੬˿ݯ੬ؿሏʸᑪൕൔټᙔcԎ˘ˮਕ੬ሏʸʑؿൔټᙔeҰրൕሒੀמ͚ܘɾ
ࣂ̯Ϸ ( А˚ݯԑɁ ) ֺొˮؿძࣟԎ˞̯ϷֺᔤցؿГᅕ൴൬Ϸe੬˿ˮ
ਕֺτ ( ЎɺΛ ) כ੬ሏʸʑؿൔټᙔe੬ੀ˞̯Ϸֺܞցࣟٲؿೕˮൕሒܞ
˥e̯ϷؿᏵᚬɁࡗ˱ᖋ੬ֶࣂ˥ܞؿ̯ϷΉ੬ೕˮཋɥᆢႏ࣊ࣂcൕሒ
Щй߯ցeҰրൕሒؿʑࢀੀΣΕ੬ؿ˱ᖋֶ̯˥ܞϷؿᆢႏ࣊ʑֺͶˮe੬
ؿ˱ᖋֶ̯˥ܞϷؿᆢႏ࣊ૈؿಁၤ̯ஃૈؿڬʼΣτאᘩcᎶ˞੬ؿ˱ᖋ
ֶ̯˥ܞϷؿᆢႏ࣊ૈؿಁݯๅe
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2.2

ΕҰրᑪൕ͚ࣂ͓߯מc̯Ϸ˿੬ؿ့ሏʸκՅ੬Ꮆ˟ؿძࣟcԎੀֺᑪൕ
ᅕ൴ؿൔټᙔΦɃ੬ؿሏʸeΕɺᄧᚊ̯ϷᚬСɎcΣ༅ټɺӷc̯Ϸ˿ੀ੬
့ሏʸʑֺؿτ༅˞͂ټᑪൕ ( ˳ټܢᙔؿཌྷ௰Ͻ ) ൔټᙔcԎୄ˅ԯ
מ͚ؿeΕ੬ʻ˟Ͳᅕᑪൕძࣟɾکc੬ɺ˿ˮਕൔټᙔe

2.3

Εˮਕ͚͓߯מɾ܃c̯Ϸ˿੬ؿሏʸκՅֺˮਕᅕ൴ؿൔټᙔeΕκτᗐ
ଉؿ͂ɾ܃cΣࣂංஈ˿c̯ϷผכȹᏪพˀֶ ( Σࣂංɺஈ˿ ) כ
ɎȹᏪพˀcੀˮਕֺಁඖΦɃ੬ؿ့ሏʸe

2.4

̯Ϸɺผݯ੬ؿሏʸ͚˟ྡྷذൔټᙔc͛ɺผܛτྡྷذൔټᙔe੬ɺผྦྷͨЄྡྷ
ذൔټᙔԔτᚬСcϤ̋ผྦྷ̯ϷԔτুॗᚬe

2.5

ֺτ˟ಁੀ˞ಋʏʻ˟e

2.6

͚̋מผΕ̯ϷֺҺցؿᏪพࣂංʑ൬ϷeܺԒൔټᙔ˿̦̰מ͚ؿΕܱ౨ʒ൬
Ϸe

2.7

̯Ϸੀܘ੬߬ؿұ͇ంؿ͐ܞൕሒძࣟcЎΣ̯Ϸಲ͇ؒంڬАПሃe̯Ϸಲ
ܘ೩ძ͚ࣟמe

2.8

̯Ϸ˿༦Аݯˤଉ̊ؿȹႺϷϷԑeϊ೩ஃڬԚˤଉɁʥ˚ԑɁԭّՇయe

3.

͂ʥೢඖ

੬ੀ߬ܘұʻ˟ၤҰր͚מτᗐ̯ؿϷֺτ͂ʥνc˞ʥၤҰր͚מʥ੬ؿሏʸ
τᗐֺؿτೢඖdೢಁʥᄩe̯Ϸؿν༗ͶכνٲcԜ۪ʸॗቇe̯ϷΕೕˮ
ϭʭ 90 ʨؿԑͱ܃كc˿ᄩνԯˢ͂ʥνe
4.

˾˖ֶಲϷॶݯɈ
ߗ੬˾˖ֶಲϷॶݯɈc
(a)

ᑪൕ͚מɺ˿ͅ੬ؿፘଐˤଉɁֶԯˢؒ܁ˤٲ൬Ϸh

(b)

ͅ੬ؿፘଐˤଉɁֶԯˢؒ܁ˤֺٲᖋອؿˮਕ˥ܞc̋ΕΉ̯Ϸ͚˟̯
Ϸֺ߬ұؿʼͧ܃ʿผઅՇe೩ʼͧ˳ܢፘଐೢອອٽ෮࣊cֶፘ
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ᜅႏᖬ࣊dፘଐဳଉ࣊ʥፘଐೢᑥЛᖬֶ࣏̯̳ؿ࣊עᖬ৹̯e
5.

Ңሏʸ

5.1

Εˮਕሏʸʑֺؿτൔټᙔd͚ᑹΦ࿇ʀ̯Ϸʥፓ̯Ϸؿೡѵɾ܃c੬˿ੀሏ
ʸҢe

5.2

ΣΕ̯Ϸɺࣂֺᔤցؿ౨ංʑcሏʸݯཌྷc̯Ϸ˿ੀሏʸҢϤಲ
ك੬e

6.

੬ؿஹ߸
੬Ή̯Ϸஹ߸i
(a)

੬τӷਪॶؿɈʥᚬɈᄚϷ੬Ε̯ஃڬʥΈඖ͚מɎؿஐͨe

(b)

੬࣓ܰኣ̯Ӹؿዟ͓Һց͓߯Ұඖ͚מc͚ྦྷמ੬ሬၤЯ࣓ܰኣ੬ؿϬ
ϷРᒾֶ੬ႏݯ߬ؿɍʿᚋਐ෮Ӯh੬͉עʥઅढ़τᗐ͚ૈؿמಁʥ
ࠓ፮c˘ɺผࠦፆ̯Ϸؿ෮Ӯֶۺᘪe

7.

̯ϷஐͨࠉؿԹ

7.1

ΐ̯Ϸܨ෮ɺؿϷֺݯἱّc̯Ϸลɺగ˞ɎΈඖ߲ஐi
(a)

ֶ֝ڂɳᒹ੬Յ͂ሏʸֶ৻רcֶ̰ॶԚ͂ሏʸֶ৻רh

(b)

༦ʃᐲ၉dཋֶͨЄԯˢఌʍೕࢠˮଊͨЄፘ̖d፟႒d֝ፖd
፟႒͐ܞdၦྲֶ̰ᚬ࠳ؿҝֶ࿀Յcֶ৻רdሏʸֶ༅ࢿ̰ᚬ
ϤՅ͂h

(c)

(Εಲᗲࠇକ֧ؗੱؿɎ) ̰ॶਨϷֶਨϷ੬ࣂ͐ܞؿˮଊ፟႒h

(d)

ͨЄசͧdஉௐֶӡˮଊͨЄ፟႒dኧА̖dɻᒾdᅗֶܨh

(e)

ͨЄ˿ฌࡻཋӡ˲ॶؿϹ ( ˳ͨܢЄཋञ) ݓhֶ

(f)

ΐୄ˅੬ؿሏʸֶୄ˅Ή੬ొԜͨؿЄ৻רϤଐ́ͨؿЄฌֶ̖ฌࡻe
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7.2

̯Ϸˇగɍʿd֚ܧd̟ɳᒹֶͨЄ൚ˮ̯ϷઁԹؿԑֺͧιͨؿЄฌ
̖߲ஐeΐ̯Ϸᗲࠇକֶ֧ಂ̔c̯ϷˇగͨЄϷ৽ֶፘ߲ஐe̯Ϸˇ
గ̯Ϸτᗐፒԑ୮ຑ˅ਨϷԑ৻ϤΉ੬͚ˤe

7.3

ಲሃͨЄੱؗc̯ϷяˇగͨЄංઅdऋПdڃʵֶޚᎶؿฌࡻላ߲
ஐe

7.4

̯ϷొԜͨؿЄ༅ࢿֶ෮ӮඩАϣe̊τ႓ّ̔עcЯڬ೩༅ࢿֶ෮Ӯя
Ԏ߬ڈe੬ֻኪࠦፆ೩༅ࢿֶ෮Ӯֺؿτࠓ፮e̯ϷɺผొԜ෮Ӯe̯Ϸ
ࡗؿʥˤଉɁԎಲΉ੬ొԜ෮ӮؿᚬeֺొԜͨؿЄ༅ࢿลɺᎶ഼Аۺ
ᘪe੬ᆢႏ̯ϷԎಲగͨЄҙ༅АˮͨЄஹ߸dړᖬֶኪړe̊τ႓ّע
̔c̯ϷొԜͨؿЄძࣟdСଅֶԯˢంძඩАϣcԎ˿̯כϷᆢႏઅՇ੬ؿ
߬ˇکʀكϤҡҝe̊τ႓ّ̔עcЯڬ੬Ꮆ˟ؿძࣟԎɺ˳ ( ܢϤ
੬ੀᔾ̔ʻ˟ ) ሬ͂ؿೢඖdೢd͚מᄩd͂ʥʻe

7.5

Σ̯ϷగͨЄฌࡻላ߲ஐc̯Ϸؿஐͨੀࠉ̯כϷగඖ͚מνՅؿ
͂e

7.6

̯Ϸಲஐ࣏ͨᖬ̯ϷֺઅᏵֶܛτᗐכ੬ذؿพͨؿЄʼֶͧพᚬؿτࢽֲֶभ
ྡྷֲe

7.7

̯Ϸಲஐͨ݅ၤೕϷֶဳଉͨЄҙ༅ͨؿЄɁɡτЯᄚϷԯஐͨe

7.8

̯Ϸஐͨؿϊ೩ࠉԹΕሬ͂ؒࢀֺ܁ஈؿᆲʑܪϷe

8.

੬ؿᎴړᖬ

8.1

੬ੀᎴ̯Ϸʥ̯ϷɁࡗʥࡗΐ੬͐ܞؿd੬ؿሏʸֶΉ੬ొԜֺ৻רଐ́ؿ
ͨЄ߲ඦdฌֶ̖ʻ ( ˳ܢೢඖֶ͚מᄩ ) e

8.2

ྦྷכ੬ֶ੬ֶࡗؿˤଉɁͨؿЄАֶݯɺАܢ˳ ( ݯ༢ʦ̯ஃֶڬሬ͂כሏʸd
ૈؿמֶ͚৻רಁdૈֶͧஃ ) ڬc੬Ԛ̯ϷᏵᎴe੬Ή̯Ϸʻ˟ϷԚ
ֶਨϷ̯ϷᚬС ( ˳ܢΉ੬ুদͨЄಁඖֶᚹՅ̯Ϸႏݯగ੬ؿሏʸֺͨؿЄ
෮Ӯ ) ֺଉֺؿߎ׃τଉټᔾʻ ( ˳܁ؒܢ͂ ) e
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8.3

̯Ϸ˿͂ɍʿˤଉɁΉ੬ুদ༩౨ಁඖe

9.

אሻʥजສᚬ

9.1

Σ੬τͨЄಁඖᎶ˟Ϥ̰˟c̯Ϸ˿ɺΉ੬ೕˮԑͱكϤੀ੬Ε̯ϷͨЄΔ
ʿͨؿЄʗϷֺؿτֶͨЄሏʸၤ̯ϷͨؿЄሏʸԡʥੀ੬ֺؿτ߲ඦ ( ɺ
ሃᙔྡྷֶֶಳֲሔdੀԞֶؿଊτؿd௰ዟֶᐲԯˢcֶ˄߲̯ϷͨЄʗϷ
) ԡeగϊϤӰc̯Ϸ˿ੀͨЄஒྫྷ̯ܘϷଊஒමଅЙ̊ݯȹိஒྫྷc˿Ґ
ੀԞ߲ؿඦ˞ਆพɐଉؿѼβ̯ϷൎଊιଊࠤcАّ߲͌˄ک୮ଉcԎ˿
Ѕֶ߮ಳֶɺ˿˞ᅕ൴့߲߮ඦټؿᔾeԎڈοΕஉցאᚬऩe

9.2

̯Ϸ˿੬ؿȹֶ˞ɐሏʸʑκ੬ͨؿЄᎶ˟ټᔾ ( ֶԯʗ )e

9.3

੬ߗྦྷ̯ϷτͨЄଊΕd̰Ԟֶֶಳ߲ඦ ( ɺሃܰЯ˿˞ᅕ൴့߮ ) c੬ɺ˿
̰̯Ϸ෮ϤొՅֶ˞ԯˢʿβ୮ສ੬ؿሏʸʑͨؿЄټ፠dᚬСֶলଐe

9.4

੬ؿলଐ ( ɺሃᙔͨЄֲሔdֺΕЄ୮c˞ʥܰЯ̯ͅϷܛτАΪͲֶဳړԯ
ˢ͂ப ) Շȹඖ˞̯ϷݯՇऩɁؿजສᚬஃࠉeΣ੬ɺᄚϷ੬̯ݯϷֶ̯Ϸ
ͨЄڃᙔʔ߲̇ɐؿஐͨc̯Ϸ˿࣓ኣ̯Ϸᔤցؿძࣟdૈಁʥʿؒˮਕ੬ͨؿ
Єذพֶԯɻʗe̯Ϸ˿༜͂ಁඖ૱ᔾಕГ੬߲ؿඦ ( ɺሃܰЯΐ̯ஃڬଐ
́)e

10.

ҝᛰ

10.1 ̯Ϸ˿ҝᛰ̯Ϸ৻רؿdᏪ༜ʿβdͨЄஃցdࣂංࠉԹֶټ፠ಁᔾcֶྦྷͨЄ
ࠉܪྡྷ৻רԹdᅗֶ࿄ΑͨЄ৻רe̯Ϸ˿ҝᛰؿ৻רΊီe̯Ϸ˿ҝᛰ̯Ϸ
ؿᏪพࣂංֶ˿ొԜࣂؿ৻רංe೩ҝᛰ˿ɺكϤАˮcϤ̯Ϸ͛ˇֻ
ኪஐͨe
10.2 ̯Ϸ˿፭ࣂҝᛰሬ͂כȹඖֶ৻רȹሏʸͨؿЄૈಁdૈͧʥஃڬcԎ˞ك
كผ੬eΣҝᛰᄧᚊԷ͂dνֶ੬ؿᚬСֶຮ৻cΕྡྷ˿ϷੱؗɎك
ੀ כ90 ˀࢽ́܃e
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11.

ୄ˅

11.1 ੬˿Εʀ̯Ϸ30ˀԑͱ܃كୄ˅ሏʸֶ৻רcЎ੬ፓΨ̯ϷؿஃցʥΉ
̯Ϸʻ˟͂e
11.2 ̯Ϸ˿፭ࣂΉ੬ೕˮ30ˀԑͱكʥΕɺʀଉؗͅੱؿɎҢ੬ؿሏʸe
͓˿ࣂ̦߬כكЩ́ࢽe̯Ϸ˿ɺʀԑͱكϤҢȹཌྷؿሏʸe
11.3 Ε੬ؿሏʸୄ˅ ܃7 ˀ ( ֶ̯Ϸ෮ؿ༖ٽ౨ං ) ʑc੬ʀ̯Ϸ͚˟੬ؿ
লଐ ( Στ )  ( ͐ܞؿ੬ֻኪࠓ፮cԎՇ̯ϷᚬСஃࠉ ) cԎʻ˟ֺττᗐ
͂ʥʻeΣ੬ɺԗϊϷԑc̯Ϸੀᘗᙩ࣓ኣ̯ஃܛڬτলଐcЎɺڃͨЄ
ஐͨ ( ੬ֻኪࠓ፮cԎՇ̯ϷᚬСஃࠉ ) eͅୄ˅ˀ౨cͨЄ൘ʿล
ɺผᏵʻ˟Сࢠe
11.4 ୄ˅ሏʸֶ৻רɺผᄧᚊୃ့ᚬСֶʋಳ́ࢽמ͚ؿe̯Ϸ˿ੱՅࣱdҢֶ
ѧιͨЄ̰ѧֶ͐ܞؿeஃڬ 7 ૈd 8 ૈd 9 ૈd 14.5 ૈd
14.11 ૈʥ 14.12 ૈכୄ˅܃ʋಳτࢽe
12.

༢ԑͧ

12.1 Εଲಲ༢ԑͧ ( ӮɎʼ 12.2 ) ֶᅶΕ༢ԑͧೕ́ʥԭّԎ̳ڈΕೕ́ؿ
ͧૈొکɎcΈʿੀ࣓ኣҰͫᖬྡྷ௰˟ಁʥ͚νeᅶΕ༢ԑͧܞΕೕˮ
ࣂֶكං༦˾ֶ࠹Ԯɐ߸ԭّؗੱؿɎc˿ॶผ࿚ι༢ԑͧͨؿЄԑͧe
12.2 ͨכЄࣂ࠰ೕ́ɎͶࣹʥ੬ֶ੬ͨЄᐲᖎɁֶొԜͨЄړᖬֶ˞אʻܛ੬Ε੬
ၤ̯Ϸ͓߯ͲؿֶͨЄ͚( מԾᘪ) ඖɎؿຮ৻ͨؿЄɁɡ ( ΈПီݯτ
ᗐɁɡ) ؿԑͧ࿚ι༢ԑͧ (༢ԑͧ)i
(ᐲᖎɁ) ܞcగͨЄྡྷ ( ̚ ) ϤӰcՇ̚قઅΔֶංઅΔઁԹͨؿЄԯ
ˢྡྷcقઅΔֶංઅΔઁԹͨ̚ؿЄԯˢྡྷcֶقઅΔֶංઅΔՇ̚ͳઁ
ԹɎͨؿЄԯˢྡྷeగϊϤӰcઁԹྡྷܞؿɣΛᅕҙᚬؿኟτᚬe )
(a)

̰ॶ˟ಁֶ͚νeכԷ౨ࣂc̰ॶܘԾᘪඖɎؿஃց˟ಁֶ͚νe

(b)

༢ԑඖḛॶፓΨԾᘪͨؿЄԯˢຮ৻e
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(c)

ʻؿܛॠ̖e
(i)

̰ॶᄚϷݯʻܛ੬כԾᘪඖɎؿຮ৻ϤొԜͨЄړᖬֶኪͨؿړЄԾ
ᘪh

(ii)

ಲ̯Ϸࠍ࣊ؿ෮c೩ኪړֶړᖬ։cֶɺʹԮτɊӷࢽɈʥА
͂hֶ

(iii) ͨЄτᗐɁɡ ( ֶᏵဳݢܞଉֶˤԯϷԑͨؿЄɁɡ ) ొˮછૃֶᄠ
 ( Ͳֶʗ ) ೩ኪړֶړᖬcֶሔဘ೩ኪړֶړᖬؿτࢽ
ֲe
(d)

̖ྡྷஹ߸eͨЄஹ߸ᖬעΕͨЄࠇɣʿࠍᙔɺ̳ᆢֶΦτ႒ኒιͫe

(e)

͚ɞ̖ஐeೕֶ́ΦΕɎͶΈඖؗੱؿɎi
(i)

Εȹඖֶ˞ɐټጪdҙ༅dߪ́ɮԮֶࠥಁ͚מɎ̖ؿஐ ( ɺሃΊ͌
ݯЄ ) cϤτᗐ̖ؿஐኒߎ೩͚מιݯcֶιݯӷ˞̠ۧdԷ౨
ʥᎶ˟ಁֶᎶ͚νcֶ˞ԯˢʿβొξୄ˅h

(ii)

כԷ౨ˀΕͨЄټጪdҙ༅dߪ́ɮԮֶࠥಁ͚ ( מΕ༠Էሬ͂ؿك
ஃցֶᄖࠉ౨ ) ܃ඖɎؿȹඖֶ˞ɐ˟ؿಁֶ͚ν̖ஐhֶ

(iii) ͨЄټጪdҙ༅dߪ́ɮԮֶࠥಁ͚ؿמՃૃdɺᄚϷֶმΑ ( Ͳ
ֶʗ ) ( ֶ೩Ϸ৽ȽͅᏵֶݢܞᏵᚬဳଉͨЄτᗐɁɡͨؿЄ
ɁɡֶˤԯϷԑͨؿЄɁɡ൬Ϸ )e
(f)

ಲඦॶɈeͨЄτᗐɁɡi
(i)

ιݯಲඦॶɈcֶ̰ॶֶ˞࣊ࠍѼβֻႏԯಲॶɈכඦ৻Է౨ࣂ
˟ԯඦ৻h

(ii)

˞ֶݯඦᚬɁؿСऩАȹঁˮᜑdΪખֶඦ৻ࠇኬԾᘪh

(iii) ֶͨЄԯˢɁɡࢄͨЄ̇ؒdϷֶܧԯˢؒ܁ೡѵcֶઔՅͨЄؒ
܁Ϸ৽c (1) గτᗐɁɡcֶԯඦ৻ֶ༅ଐఖұȹඖಲඦॶɈdव
ଐdᆚdࠇୂֶҝ༦ϬӸؿРҺֶΪખc(2) ݯτᗐɁɡֶԯ༅ଐ
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ͨؿЄࠇ߬ʗؿ༅ଐఖұՇপɁdઅဳɁdᆚɁdဟɁֶဳړ
Ɂݢܞؿcֶ (3) ˞༠ϭࢽߗޚɈh
(iv) τȹඖݯԯᆚdࠇୂֶࠇณኬནϤ༦ؿҺᘪ࣐h
(v)

τȹΊτאɁɡဳτԯ༅ଐͲؿֶͨЄʗcֶτৌྦྷԯ༅ଐؿ
ͲֶͨЄʗϤੜԹਨϷؿκdਨϷ˥dκֶ࣊ԯˢؒ܁ೡ
ѵhֶ

(vi) ʵߎ࣓ኣͨЄሬ͂ؒ܁Ԯτ˞כߗޚɐͨЄȹඖࢽؿɈͨؿЄԑֶͧ
Շԯஃࠉe
(g)

ԡeͨЄτᗐɁɡၤ̊̔ȹྡྷ࠹ԡֶԡcֶᔝᜑԯ༅ଐͲؿֶ
ͨЄࠇ߬ʗʀ̊̔ȹྡྷe

(h)

ӸܨeΣ੬ᙔПɁɡcϤ੬ӸֶܨιݯΕुౣɐಲॶɈϷԑe

(i)

ɺ˿ҊɈe
(i)

ͨͅכЄԑֶͧੱؗcͨЄτᗐɁɡ̰ॶֶ˿ॶ̰ॶፓΨcֶԑᙔֶ
˿ॶԑᙔɺ˿ॶፓΨԾᘪͨؿЄࠇ߬ૈʼcֶፓΨԾᘪͨؿЄࠇ߬ૈ
ʼԎڈʘྡྷ˿ϷcϤ೩ԑֶͧੱؗԎڈՇᄧᚊɁɡֺॶઁԹؿhֶ

(ii)

࣓ኣͨЄሬ͂ؒ܁cͨЄτᗐɁɡፓΨԾᘪͨؿЄࠇ߬ૈʼȽᙔֶ˿
ॶᙔɺؒe

గϊϤӰcࠇɣૈʼ˳מ͚ܢඖɎๅࣂ˟ಁֶνಁֶ͚νؿຮ৻e
(j)

˨ͫړᖬe̯ϷτଉଉͅɺΪcϤ੬̰ॶొԜ˨ͫړᖬcړᖬ੬τॶ
Ɉ̯כϷೕˮ࣊ࠍ߬ұ܃ɀᏪพˀֶɾکᄚϷ੬כԾᘪcֶΈԑɁ
͓߯ͨؿЄԯˢԾᘪඖɎؿֆ̰ᄚϷຮ৻e

12.3 ొξୄ˅
(a)

Σ༢ԑͧͨכЄࣂ࠰ೕ́ʥ̳Εᘗᙩc̯Ϸ˿כϭʭ 7 ʨکΉ੬ೕˮ
ഽע༢ԑͧؿكcగՇᄧᚊֶֺτֆ̰ᄚϷ͚ܞמցȹˀɥАొݯ
ξୄ˅ˀ ( Ϥτᗐ͚מੀܞכցˀɥୄ˅ ) e
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(b)

̯Ϸੀ˞भྸ۹ᔤց̯ϷԗኣࣂϷੱؗՅˤֶొԜ̯ϷҰրሯୄ˅
͚ૈ߬ࠇؿמಁؿᏜ೩ࠤذϤྡྷֶߎ׃ଊֶ˿ॶྡྷֶߎ׃ଊؿฌֶ̖
ऩʥ͂cԯɻ˳ܢʻ˟ಁd͚νඖ͌ʥᚬСe̯ϷੀכȹΕਆพɐ
ଉؿˀɥᔤց೩ټᔾc˞ʥ߯ˮȹਆพɐଉؿe̯Ϸ˿഼˝
͚ؿמᗘێdᇲᔵ۹ֶԯˢτᗐΐॖϤցcྦྷҰրɺמ͚ؿઔ͂ɺؿ
Ѕࠤʿؒe̯Ϸ˿ϣᄬͨЄޚᗐؿ༅ࢿcԯɻ˳ܢϬ̯Ϸʑ̟ؿᅕ
ኣʥ༅ࢿcϤӀτࠇᔍi
(i)

එ༅ͨؿЄ͂h

(ii)

గ̯Ϸୄ˅ֶՅࣹʥྦྷሯୄ˅͚ͨؿמЄྦྷ㜏ΪખϤͨؿߎ׃Єฌ
̖dֶ͂νऩe

ֺτټᔾੀ˞ಋʏֶ̯Ϸֺፕእ̔̊ؿȹိஒྫྷ့߮e̯Ϸੀ̯ܘϷؿଊ
ஒමଅ့̊̔ȹိஒྫྷټؿᔾe
̯Ϸੀκ (1) ొכξୄ˅ˀˀֶɾکᎶ˟ʀࣹʥֺτሯୄ˅͚ͨؿמ
Єȹʿټؿᔾʥ (2) ޚ೩כ߬ొכξୄ˅ˀˀֶɾ˟͚کЎכˀԎ
ಲΣ͚ܰ˟ʀࣹʥҰրሯୄ˅͚ͨؿמЄȹʿͨؿЄ͚˟ϹࡈכԞི߮
ˀؿʔ̡̟ࠤټؿᔾ ( ̯ܘϷଉΔᔤց ) cடܘ༩౨Сଅ့߮Ϭࡈց
Է౨ˀ ( ˳ܢˀ ) ߮ϭ ( Ўɺ˳ొ ) ܢξୄ˅ˀ˅ؿСࢠe
(c)

̋߬ొכξୄ˅ˀ܃ଉΔʘྡྷ˿Ϸc̯ϷੀΉ੬ೕˮȹͫ௰cԯɻ˞
ଉΔသͶˮτᗐ့߮ʥ̯Ϸ࣓ኣɐʼ (b) ͨؿ့߮ݒЄᎶ˟ಁټᔾe
ټᔾੀכكʑͶؿעˀɥʀ˞ʻ˟cடԯܘ༩౨Сଅ့߮Ϭ ( ʥ
˳ొ ) ܢξୄ˅ˀ߮ϭ ( Ўɺ˳ ) ܢʻ˟ټᔾˀ˅സҺɾکʥɾ܃
ؿСࢠe

(d)

߯ᔶʿ෮࣓ኣɐʼ (b) ু˿ݒॗټᔾݯȹඖଉؿԑکЅ߮ฌ̖ϤԎ
ڈȹඖၔټeټᔾܰৌྦྷˀࠓိိ܃፮ؿᎶ˟ൕሒฌ̖ʥړฌ̖e
Ծᘪ̊τஃցّ̔cͨЄȹʿੀಲᚬুॗτᗐ೩ฌ̖ͨؿЄᔾ̔ฌࡻላ
e
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13.

ࠇɣСऩ

ݯ੬൬Ϸ͚ࣂמc̯ϷؿᐲᖎɁֶ̯ϷΕτᗐמ͚ؿɻ˿˞τࠇɣСऩeԝΣc̯
ϷؿᐲᖎɁֶ̯Ϸ˿i
(a)

గτᗐҙ༅࠸ܛcֶ˞ೕϷɁdፒɁdဳړɁdՇপɁֶԯˢӸʗၤԯɻh
ֶ

(b)

ੀ੬ؿൕሒ͐ܞၤԯˢ۪ʸؿൕሒ˥ܞ൬Ϸྦྷe
Σ̯ϷΕܺր͚מɐˮଊྡྷֶᅶΕؿСऩᇰޯc̯ڈϷɰΉ੬ׄᚉτᗐС
ऩᇰޯcԎɰઔՅȹʘଉүᆢړ੬Ᏽʔ̡ۿ༤cЯ̯ڬϷੀɺผ൬Ϸτᗐ
͚מe
̯ϷֶஈၤࣹʥͨЄҙ༅ؿೕϷֶဳଉԑփͨؿЄɁɡֶ֤೩ؿᐲᖎɁτଊΦֶ
̰ԞؿਆพֶႺϷพ৻ᗐڝcɌֶ̯Ϸੀړݯ̯ϷСऩϤАˮΈိሬؿϷ
৽hЎԎಲຮ৻Ή੬ׄᚉֶ͚ۿɐ߸ԑc͛ɺሃ೩Ϸ৽ܰЯ˿ॶྦྷ੬࿚ιɺС
ᄧᚊe

14.

ȹঁૈಁ

14.1 ̯Ϸ˿АˮֶɺАˮͨЄԑփc೩ԑփ̯ܰϷڌޚτ̦߬ᘒ˞ፓΨͨЄؒ܁d
ஃԝdஃڬʥྻԝ ( ˳ܢဟဳዀ࿚dࠗಋႺϷʔผdֺ͚מʥ့ֺؿஃڬd
ΨڬdܞʵʥྻͶ ) e˞ɐֺτϷ৽ʥɺАݯяྦྷ੬ԮҢɈe
14.2 ΕԚ͂ک৻רc੬ֶፓΨ̯Ϸྦྷؿ৻רஃցeҰඖ˿̋৻רΕ̯ϷֺҺցؿ
ࣂංʑొԜcԎፓΨ̯ϷֺҺցؿೡѵʥૈͧe̯Ϸ˿ׂՅ͂Ϥˇʀଉ
ͅc͛ˇ߲ஐe
14.3 (a)

੬ֻጻΕνԷҰͫ௰ֶᆢႏ࣊ࣂˠୀ࣏݅eΣ੬ೕଊͨЄ፟႒ֶ
̰ᚬ͚מc੬ΕνԷ௰ֶᆢႏ࣊ˀ߮90ʨʑ̯كϷe
Σ੬Ε90ʨʑԎ̰̯كϷc௰ֶᆢႏ࣊ʑֺؿτতඖੀιݯɺ˿ઐ
ᓺؿতඖcԎྦྷ੬ԮτҢɈcЩ͐ٲ੬෮עᛷ፟႒˞̔ɺผొˮ
جᘪe

(b)

ЩԚ੬̰כ90ʨʑ̯كϷc੬ˇྦྷ˞Ɏ̰ᚬ͚߲מஐi(i) ͨ
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Єɍʿৣֶಂֺι̰ؿᚬ͚מcϤ̯ϷԎಲྦྷԯઔՅଉ
ؿᔑઉܪҌ̝hֶ (ii) ̯ϷࡗֶˤଉɁৣֶಂֺι̰ؿ
ᚬ͚מhֶ̯Ϸ̖ஐֶକֺ֧ιؿԯˢ̰ᚬ͚מeڈ੬ܰ
Ɂ ( ɺ˳Ͳܢਆ໔dྑਆ໔dผֺʥ ) ྆مcЯ( ̯ڬb) ྦྷݒ੬Ԏ
ɺሬ͂e
14.4 ̊ڈτ࣊ࠍԾցcֶ̯Ϸଊɰˤ੬ܛτӷਪଊֶټҙ༅ඖ͌c੬ੀ̯כϷك
੬ࣂؿංc˞˿͚νʿβΉ̯Ϸʻ˟ɰ༅ֶټΉ̯Ϸ͚˟ҙ༅ඖ͌c˞ݯҰ
ր͚מ൬Ϸ့eΣ੬̰τΣϊʻ˟ֶ͚˟c̯Ϸ˿ୄ˅τᗐ͚מcֶˮਕ
೩ɰᑪɃҙ༅ඖ͌cֶࠥɃֶᑪൕҙ༅ඖ͌˞့೩͚מe੬ੀྦྷֺτ߲ඦd
ฌ̖ʥʻላ̯Ϸe
14.5 ̯ϷͨЄѼβؿሏʸʥত፣ྦྷ୮ֺ߸ԑੱֶԑྡྷϤӰяݯɺ˿ઐᓺcԎྦྷ੬Ԯ
ҢɈcЩ͐ٲ੬෮עᛷ፟႒̔ɺగϊొˮجᘪe੬෮೩ሏʸʥত፣
ੀͨכЄֶؒᄗസ୮Ᏽઅढ़ݯɻֺত፣ؿԑྡྷʥԑੱؿᖬኣe
14.6 ੬̋˿༦̯Ϸֺؿكʿβc࣓ኣ੬ؿᚬ࣊ɻؿᖋອΪખʥ̯ϷؿஃցΉ̯
Ϸೕˮ͐ܞe̯Ϸ˿ֶׂܘ๑Ԏڈ༦˞ɐʿβʀ͐ܞؿϷԑeɺ৻רؿ
˿ॶτɺؿೕˮ͐ܞʿβeЩԚၤଊτΪખτଔc̯Ϸʋ˿̰݅Щܘ๑੬
͐ܞؿϷԑeΉ̯Ϸೕˮک͐ܞc੬ੀ࣏ྦྷҰඖܰ͐ܞЯ̳ᆢe
14.7 ͨЄԚ͂੬ؿᆦೕˮ͐ܞؿяᙔτࢽcԎྦྷ੬ԮҢɈcЩԚ੬ؿᚬֶ࣊ͨ
ЄԯˢΪખτͨЄɺؿஃց͛ಳeҡҝ੬ؿᚬᖋΥɁֶᖋອΪખɺผᄧᚊ
˞੬ؿᆦ൬ϷኧАi੬߬ҡҝ੬ؿᆦe
14.8 ੬ؿᚬᖋΥɁ˿Ͳᚬగ੬ؿሏʸ൬ϷͨЄԑփc˳ܢኧА੬ؿሏʸdൕሒͨ
Єҙ༅ඖ͌ ( గҙ༅ሏʸϤӰ ) dొՅֶᔝᅆ ( ଊټdҙ༅ඖ͌dพᚬʼͧʥԯ
ˢলଐ ) dݯሏʸ൬ϷতdഽሻতֶҢሏʸdҡҝ͚ࠉמᔾdၤ̯ϷΪ
ખͨЄጪ༅ʥጪd͓߯ͨЄԾᘪdАˮͨЄ͐ܞʥිᄘၤᖋອֺτʼͧ ( ˳
ܢʸ ) ࣟٲcЎɺᛰҡ੬ؿԯˢᚬᖋΥɁc˞ʥ ( Σ੬ܰȹΊֶ˞ɐ
Ɂɡ ) ڈ̯Ϸ෮cɺ͓ሏʸֶ͇ᇼณ৻רe
14.9 ੬ੀᎶ̯Ϸ߬ұܞց੬ȹֶ˞ɐሏʸАݯ့ሏʸeΣ̯Ϸ෮c੬ؿҙ༅
ሏʸ့ֶሏʸؿᚬᖋΥɁ˿ኧА˞ɐԭሏʸ˞ʥͨЄ㢕Φಁe
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14.10 (a)

੬˿༦ʃᐲ၉dཋcֶ̯Ϸۺᘪؿԯˢཋɥ၉ֶஉௐc൬Ƀ̯Ϸɺ
ࣂొԜؿཋɥႺϷ৻רe੬ͅॶ˿͐ܞؿཋϬ৽୮ଉϤˇͨЄဟe

(b)

ཋɥࢠ഼ݯࢠೕɁᖋອࠍ࣊ؿʼͧeͨЄȹʿɺྦྷ˞ཋɥ
ࢠ͓߯ؿؿτࢽֲਥכԯ߯ցؿʿβϤొˮଔᘪe

(c)

੬ֻႏ̯Ϸ˿ਥכཋኧАݯଉׂͅɰՇଉ͐ܞؿe੬ੀΉ̯Ϸ݅ע
ܰЯɰਨϷ੬͐ܞؿe̯ϷੀɺผగͨЄ̰ਨϷ͐ܞϤكผ੬e

14.11੬ɰቇᚾ̯Ϸʀ۪ʸτᗐɁ༅ࢿ(ӝᒔ)ૈԝؿ˿ ( كɺࣂ࠳߯ ) e੬
ᚬ̯ϷԚ͂੬ؿ༅ࢿА˿ ( كɺࣂҡҝ ) ֺ߸͂பcԎΉ˿ ( كɺࣂ
ҡҝ ) ֺ߸Ɂɡʥ̯Ϸ৻רؿԜᎶਆc˞ʥဟဳዀ࿚d၉dֺ͚מʥ့ֺ
ׄᚉ೩༅ࢿe̯Ϸ˿ၤ̯Ϸڃؿᙔιࡗగτᗐ੬ ؿሏʸʥ೩ʔֶ̯̇ϷΉ
੬ొԜ͂ͳ৻רؿ੬ؿ༅ࢿe੬ᚬ̯Ϸڃؿᙔιࡗʥ̯ϷԚ͂੬ؿ༅ࢿc͂˞
Ή੬ઐᄤͨЄଐۂʥ৻רe
14.12 ͨЄτᗐ੬ؿሏʸؿʼͧ˞̯ϷҺցؿʿβত፣܃c̯Ϸ˿ʀ˞ሻาeত፣̋
ผΕ̯ϷҺցؿ౨ංړजe
14.13 ̊Ϸᘪց̔c̯ஃڬʥၤ੬൬Ϸֺؿτ͚מяՇࠗಋऋПϷဳ܁ؒؿਂܧ
ࠉeᔶʿяᗙՇࠗಋؒڈؿਿᙔֲ̇ؒဳᑲᚬဳᑲe
15.

ࠓ፮ׄᚉ

ȹঁԑඖ
˞Ɏࠓ፮ׄᚉᐰעɺॶׄᚉֺτࣹʥࠓؿ፮eΕ൬Ϸֶ͚מҙ༅کc੬Ꮆ߲ஐ̯Ӹؿ
༅ࢿၴඑʥޢӠe੬Ꮆܘ੬̯Ӹؿলؗرܧʥҙ༅͌ᅟᔑϣᄬ൬Ϸֶ͚מҙ༅ܰЯ
ሬփe̯Ϸۺᘪ੬כ൬Ϸֶ͚מҙ༅کᎶఖұዟ͓ؿল৻ʥਿพ෮ӮeΣБɺᆢց
ֶɺ˞͉עɐࠓ፮ׄᚉᐰֶע൬Ϸֶ͚מҙ༅ֺࣹʥֲؿሔʥࠓ፮ͨؿЄʿࠍc੬Ꮆ
ఖұዟ͓ؿਿพ෮Ӯe
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ൔټᙔΦ࿇ሏʸࠓؿ፮
ൔټᙔ̟ੱؗʦᔍc੬˿ॶผΐൔټᙔמ͚ؿၬՇฌ̖eൔټᙔԎɺڃСࢠe
БగሏʸᑪɃൔټᙔԎɺˤٲᑪൕྡྷټذᙔֶΦיಁඖe੬Ε̯Ϸֺኟτֶܛτͨؿ
ЄൔټᙔԎಲኟτͨЄᚬऩc͛ಲᚬྡྷ͚ذνൔټᙔe
ቱဳҙ༅˿ԞᑨՅСᅼؿዀผcಳϤΈᗘҙ༅яΦτ̯Ӹࠓؿ፮eਥכൔټᙔ̟
ֲ৽ؐؿሔcൔټᙔؿძֶࣟผ൚ˮ੬ད౨ؿʠൡఝ۹cϤ੬ؿҙ༅༅ټძࠤֶผΐ
ൕሒൔټᙔϤʠൡeΕАˮҙ༅Һցکc੬ᎶിЅ੬̯Ӹؿ෮ᗙʥֻՇࠓ፮ॶؿɈc
̯Ϸۺᘪ੬ఖұዟ͓ল৻ᚋਐؿ෮Ӯe
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Notional Precious Metals Passbook Account
Please also refer to our Conditions for Services. If there is any inconsistency, these Rules
shall prevail.
In these Rules, unless the context otherwise requires, “we” and all references to us include
our successors and assigns. “You” includes your estates, heirs, successors and personal
representatives. Words importing the singular include the plural and vice versa. Words
importing a gender include every gender. “Business day” means a day on which banks are
open for business in Hong Kong. “Including” is not a word of limitation. A “person” includes
an individual, corporation, association, sole proprietorships, partnerships, clubs and societies.
Headings are for ease of reference only and do not affect interpretation. These Rules are
drafted in simple language, and are to be interpreted fairly and liberally. The rule of
interpretation against the maker will not apply.
1.

Opening an account

1.1

You may, with our agreement, open an account to invest in the precious metals from
time to time specified by us.

1.2

We will issue a passbook to you on opening your account. In the event of discrepancy,
our record will prevail over your passbook. Unless we agree otherwise, you will present
your passbook to operate your account.

1.3

The passbook is not transferable. You will not make entries in or alter the passbook.
You will safeguard the passbook and notify us immediately of any loss of or damage to
the passbook.

1.4

If a person producing the passbook authorises a transaction, we may assume that you
have authorised the transaction, whether or not this is the case. You will not subsequently
claim that the transaction is unauthorised.

2.

Transactions

2.1

You may purchase precious metals for your account, and sell the precious metals in
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your account. Each purchase and sale will be at the price offered by us (as principal) at
the time of the transaction and in the minimum quantitles determined by us. A sale
may be of all metals in your account, but not more. You will give an instruction for a
purchase or sale in the form specified by us. A purchase or sale is concluded when our
authorised officer countersigns your order or when we issue an electronic confirmation
to you. The terms of each purchase or sale will be as set out in your countersigned
order or our confirmation. In case of inconsistency, the terms of your countersigned
order or our confirmation shall prevail over these Rules.
2.2

On conclusion of each purchase, we may debit the price payable by you to your
settlement account, and will credit the purchased quantity of metals to your account.
Without affecting our rights, we may apply all funds in your settlement account towards
a purchase (including of fractional units of the metals) if the funds are insufficient, and
terminate the remainder of the transaction. Before you have paid the full purchase
price, you may not sell the metals.

2.3

Upon the conclusion of a sale, we may debit the sold quantity of the metals to your
account. We will credit your settlement account with the sale proceeds after deducting
relevant reasonable expenses, if time permits, on the same business day, or if not, on
the next business day.

2.4

We will not deliver physical metals, and will not hold physical metals for your account.
You have no rights to any physical metals but only a claim against us.

2.5

All payments will be made in Hong Kong dollars.

2.6

Transactions will only be effected during the business hours determined by us.
Transactions in certain metals may not be available on Saturdays.

2.7

We will at your request quote indicative sale and purchase prices, unless we are unable
to do so. We are not obliged to transact at such prices.

2.8

We may act through another bank as agent. These Rules benefit both agent and principal.
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3.

Fees and taxes
You will on demand pay all our fees and charges in connection with each transaction,
and all taxes, duties and levies in connection with each transaction and your account.
Our fees are shown on the fees schedule available on request. We may impose other
fees and charges after at least 90 days' prior notice.

4.

Death or disability
In the event of your death or disability,

(a)

no purchase can be effected by your personal or other legal representative;

(b)

a sale order signed by your personal or other legal representative will only be accepted
after delivery to us of such documents as we require including consent of the Estate
Duty Commissioner or the original or a certified copy of the probate, letters of
administration and certificate of exemption of estate duty.

5.

Closing the account

5.1

You may close the account, after selling all the precious metals in the account, returning
the passbook to us and complying with our procedures.

5.2

If the account balance is nil for the minimum period determined by us from time to
time, we may close the account without notice to you.

6.

Your representations
You represent to us that:

(a)

You have full capacity and authority to perform your obligations under these Rules
and each transaction.

(b)

You have made your own independent decision to enter into each transaction and as to
whether the transaction is appropriate for you based upon your own judgment or upon
advice from such third party adviser as you consider necessary; you understand and
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accept the terms and risks of the transaction and will not rely on our advice or
recommendation.
7.

Limit of our liability

7.1

Unless caused by our wilful misconduct, we are not liable for:
(a)

any delay or interruption in your having access to an account or service, or any
inability to use an account or service;

(b)

any loss, error, delay, misdirection, corruption or unauthorized alteration or
interception of a message sent through the internet, telephone or any other means,
or any unauthorized access to a service, account or information;

(c)

(in the absence of gross negligence) any failure to execute or error in executing
your instructions;

(d)

any error, malfunctioning, interruption, suspension or failure of any software,
equipment or system;

(e)

anything including any computer virus which may impair the functions of a
computer system; or

(f)

any loss or damage arising from temnation of your account or any service provided
to you.

7.2

We are not liable for any loss caused by a third party, government, market disruption
or any event beyond our control. We are not liable for any act or omission unless due
to our gross negligence or fraud. We are not obliged to account to you if our relevant
office is prevented from acting.

7.3

We are in any event not liable for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential
damages.

7.4

Any information or advice provided by us is for your reference only. Unless otherwise
expressly stated, it is not an offer. Reliance on such information or advice is at your
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own risk. We do not provide advice. Our employees and agents do not have authority
to advice you. No information provided should be regarded as an advice. You
acknowledge that we do not give any represention, guarantee or assurance as to the
outcome of any investment. Any price, rate or other quotation provided by us is only
indicative, unless otherwise expressly stated, and may be changed without notice until
we have confirmed acceptance of your offer. Unless otherwise expressly stated, the
prices payable by you do not include, and you will in addition pay, applicable taxes,
duties, levies, fees and expenses.
7.5

If we are liable for any damages, our liability will be limited to the amount of our fees
for the transaction.

7.6

We have no duty to verify the validity or genuineness of any documents or the title to
your property to be received or held by us.

7.7

We have no duty to enquire whether any person involved in the issue or management
of any investment is performing its duties.

7.8

These limits of our liability operate to the extent permitted by applicable law.

8.

Your indemnity

8.1

You will indemnify us and our officers and employees against any liability, loss or
expense (including tax or levy) arising from your instructions, your account or the
provision of a service to you.

8.2

You will indemnify us against any act or omission by you or your employees or agents
including any breach of these Rules or the terms, conditions or rules applicable to an
account, service or transaction. You will pay us all expenses (including legal fees) in
reasonable amounts and reasonably incurred in the exercise or enforcement of our
rights including in recovering any sum from you or in obtaining any advice we consider
necessary in relation to your account.

8.3

We may employ third party agencies to collect overdue sums from you.
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9.

Set-off and lien

9.1

If any sum is payable by you but unpaid, we may, without prior notice, combine all or any
of your accounts anywhere with any of us and all your liabilities (whether actual or
contingent, future or existing, alone or jointly with others, or owing to any of us). For
such purpose, we may convert any currency into another currency at our spot rate, treat
future liabilities as presently due after a discount by us to present value in a commercially
reasonable manner, and estimate the amounts of contingent or unquantified liabilities.
This is not intended to create a security interest.

9.2

9.3

We may debit one or more of your accounts with any amounts (or part thereof) payable
by you.
So long as you have any present, future or contingent liability (whether or not quantified)
to us, you may not, without our consent, withdraw or otherwise deal with any money,
right or property in your accounts.

9.4

Your property (of any nature, wherever situate, and whether held by us for safe custody
or otherwise) is subject to a lien in our favour. If you do not perform any of your
obligations owed to us or any of our affiliates, we may sell any of your property or part
thereof at such price, on such terms and by such method as we may determine. We
may apply the net proceeds to reduce your liability (whether or not arising from these
Rules).

10.

Changes

10.1 We may change our services, the manner of operation, any requirements, time limits or
monetary amounts, or impose restrictions, or suspend or withdraw any services. We
may vary the name of a service. We may change our business hours or the hours
during which a service is available. Such changes may be made without notice or
liability.
10.2 We may change any terms, conditions, and rules applicable to a service or an account at
any time by notice to you. The notice will take effect, if the changes affect fees, charges,
or your rights or obligations, and where practicable, after 90 days.
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11.

Termination

11.1 You may terminate an account or service after you have given 30 days' prior notice to
us, complied with our requirements and paid our fees.
11.2 We may at any time, by 30 days' prior notice to you and without giving a reason, close
your account. The notice may, if necessary, take effect immediately. We may close an
account with a zero balance without prior notice.
11.3 Within 7 days (or such longer period as we agree) after the termination of your account,
you will give us instructions for the delivery (at your risk and subject to our rights) of
your property (if any), and pay all relevant fees and expenses. If you have not done so,
we will continue to hold the property at your risk and subject to our rights, but without
the obligations, under these Rules. No interest will be payable on any credit balance as
from the date of termination.
11.4 Termination of an account or a service will not affect accrued rights or subsisting
transactions. We may at our discretion cancel, close out or complete any outstanding
instruction or contract. Rules 7, 8, 9, 14.5, 14.11 and 14.12 will survive termination.
12.

Events of Default

12.1 The parties will make payments and deliveries in accordance with each confirmation,
subject to the condition precedent that no Event of Default (see 12.2 below) or Potential
Event of Default has occurred and is continuing. "Potential Event of Default" means
any event which, with the giving of notice or the lapse of time or both, would constitute
an Event of Default.
12.2 The occurrence at any time of any of the following events with respect to you or any of
your Affiliates or any person who has provided any guarantee or security in support of
your obligations under all or any of your transactions with us ("Agreement") (each a
"relevant party") constitutes an event of default ("Event of Default"):
("Affiliate" means, in relation to any entity (it), any other entity controlled directly or
indirectly by it, any other entity that controls directly or indirectly it or any other entity
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directly or indirectly under common control with it. For this purpose, "control" means
ownership of a majority of the voting power of the entity.)
(a)

Fail to pay or deliver. Failure to make, when due, any payment or delivery
required under the Agreement.

(b)

Breach. Failure to comply with any other obligation in accordance with the
Agreement.

(c)

Support default.
(i)

Failure to perform any agreement to provide any guarantee or security in
support of your obligations under the Agreement;

(ii)

such guarantee or security expires or ceases to be in full force and effect
without our written consent; or

(iii) any relevant party (or any person appointed to manage it or act on its behalf)
disclaims or repudiates, in whole or part, or challenges the validity of, such
guarantee or security.
(d)

Misrepresentation. Any representation proves to be incorrect or misleading in
any material respect.

(e)

Cross default. The occurrence or existence of:
(i)

a default (however described) under one or more financial, investment,
derivative or borrowing transactions which has resulted in such transactions
becoming, or becoming capable of being declared, due and payable or
deliverable, or otherwise terminated prematurely;

(ii)

a default in making one or more payments or deliveries on the due date
under any financial, investment, derivative or borrowing transaction (after
giving effect to applicable notice requirement or grace period); or

(iii) a disclaimer, repudiation or rejection, in whole or in part, of any financial,
investment, derivative or borrowing transaction (or such action is taken by
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any person appointed or empowered to manage any relevant party or act
on its behalf).
(f)

Insolvency. Any relevant party:
(i)

becomes insolvent or fails or admits in writing its inability to pay its debts
as they become due;

(ii)

makes a general assignment, arrangement or composition with or for the
benefit of its creditors;

(iii) or any other person commences any judicial, administrative or other
proceeding, or takes any action, (1) seeking a judgment of or arrangement
for insolvency, bankruptcy, liquidation, reorganization or rehabilitation with
respect to the relevant party or its debts or assets, (2) seeking the appointment
of a trustee, receiver, liquidator, supervisor or custodian for the relevant
party or any part of its assets, or (3) which has a similar effect;
(iv) has a resolution passed for its liquidation, reorganization or rehabilitation;
(v)

has a secured party take possession of all or any part of its assets or has a
distress, execution, attachment or other legal process enforced against all
or any part of its assets; or

(vi) causes or is subject to any event which, under any applicabe law, has a
similar effect to any of the above.
(g)

Merger. Any relevant party amalgamates or merges with or transfers all or any
substantial part of its assets to another entity.

(h)

Death. If you are an individual and you die or become mentally incapacitated.

(i)

Force majeure.
(i)

Any relevant party, by reason of any event or circumstance, is or would be
prevented from complying with, or it is or would be impossible or
impracticable to comply with, any material provision of the Agreement
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where such event or circumstance is beyond the control of the affected
party; or
(ii)

It is or would be unlawful under any applicable law for any relevant party
to comply with any material provision of the Agreement.
For this purpose, material provisions include the obligation to make or
receive a payment or delivery on a timely basis under a transaction.

(j)

Adequate assurances. You fail to provide adequate assurances of your ability to
perform your outstanding obligations under the Agreement or any other agreement
between the parties on or before the second business day after our written request
when we have reasonable grounds for insecurity.

12.3 Early termination
(a)

If at any time an Event of Default has occurred and is continuing, we may, by not
more than 7 days notice to you specifying the Event of Default, designate a day
as an Early Termination Date in respect of the affected or all outstanding
transactions (which will terminate on the designated date).

(b)

We will determine in good faith our losses or gains, and costs, that are or would
be incurred or realized under then prevailing circumstances in replacing or
providing for us the economic equivalent of the material terms of each terminated
transaction including the remaining payments, deliveries and rights. We will
determine such amounts as of a commercially reasonable date and to produce a
commercially reasonable result. We may apply different valuation methods to
different transactions depending on type, complexity or other relevant factors.
We may take into account any relevant information including market data and
information from internal sources, and without duplication:
(i)

any cost of funding;

(ii)

any loss, cost or gain incurred in connection with our terminating or
obtaining any hedge related to a terminated transaction.
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All amounts will be expressed in Hong Kong dollars or another currency
chosen by us. We will convert amounts in another currency at our spot
exchange rate.
We will net off (1) amounts that became payable to either party in respect
of all terminated transactions on or prior to the Early Termination Date and
which remain unpaid as at such date and (2) an amount equal to the fair
market value as of the original scheduled date for delivery (as reasonably
determined by us) of anything which was required to be delivered to either
party in respect of each terminated transaction on or prior to the Early
Termination Date and which has not been so delivered as at such date,
together with interest from (and including) the original due date to (but
excluding) the Early Termination Date, at the rate for overdue interest.
(c)

As soon as reasonably practicable after an Early Termination Date, we will provide
to you a statement showing, in reasonable detail, the calculations and any amount
payable following our calculation under paragraph (b) above. Such amount will
be payable on the day specified in the notice, together with interest thereon (before
and after judgment) from (and including) the Early Termination Date to (but
excluding) the date such amount is paid, at the rate for overdue interest.

(d)

13.

The parties agree that an amount recoverable under paragraph (b) above is a
reasonable pre-estimate of loss and not a penalty. Such amount is payable for
loss of bargain and loss of protection against future risks. Except as otherwise
provided in the Agreement neither party will be entitled to recover any additional
damages for such losses.

Material interest
When effecting transactions for you, our affiliates or we may have a material interest
in relation to the transaction. For example, our affiliates or we may:

(a)

have a position in relation to the investments or are involved as issuer, manager,
custodian, trustee or otherwise; or
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(b)

match your order with those of other customers.
If we have an actual or potential conflict of interest in relation to a transaction, we will
not act unless we have disclosed that conflict to you and have taken all reasonable
steps to treat you fairly.
We may have existing or future commercial or banking relationships with any person
involved in the issue or management of any investment or their affiliates, and will
pursue actions which we deem appropriate to protect our interests, without obligation
to disclose or account to you, and regardless of whether such action might adversely
affect you.

14.

General

14.1 We may do or refrain from doing anything that we believe is required in order to
comply with any laws, regulations, rules and practices, including the rules, codes,
guidelines and practices of regulatory authorities, the Hong Kong Association of Banks,
exchanges and clearing houses. All such actions and omissions bind you.
14.2 Before using a service, you may be required to comply with our requirements for that
service. Each service is only available during the times and is subject to the procedure
and conditions determined by us. We may refuse access without giving a reason and
without liability.
14.3 (a)

You undertake to examine each statement of account or confirmation of a
transaction carefully on receipt. If you discover any error or unauthorized
transaction, you will notify us within 90 days of receipt of the statement or
confirmation. If you do not notify us within the 90-day period, all entries in the
statement or confirmation will become conclusive and binding on you, i.e., you
agree not to dispute them except for manifest error.

(b)

You will not however be liable a a result of non-notification within the 90-day
period for unauthorised transactions arising from forgery or fraud (i) by any third
party in relation to which we have failed to exercise reasonable care and skill, or
(ii) by our employee or agent, or other unauthorised transactions arising from
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our default or negligence. This Paragraph does not apply to you unless you are a
private individual (excluding sole traders, partnerships, clubs and societies).
14.4 Unless otherwise agreed in writing or we are already holding sufficient cash or
investments on your behalf, you will pay us cleared funds or deliver to us investments
in deliverable form, by the time we notify you, in order to settle each transaction. If
you fail to do so, we may terminate the transaction, or sell the purchased investments,
or borrow or purchase investments to settle the transaction. You will indemnify us
against all liabilities, losses and expenses.
14.5 Our accounts and records (in any form) are conclusive of the matters or facts therein
stated and are binding on you i.e., you agree not to dispute them except for manifest
error. You agree that they will be admissible in any court or tribunal as evidence of the
facts and matters recorded in them.
14.6 You will only give instructions to us through a means we have notified, in accordance
with the signing arrangement in your mandate, and in accordance with our requirements.
We may reject (or act on) an instruction not so given. Different means of giving instructions
may be available for different services. We may act on your instruction without enquiry,
although it is inconsistent with an existing arrangement. You will check that each instruction
is correct before sending it to us.
14.7 Any instruction given by the use of your password is valid and binding on you. This is
so notwithstanding any different requirements in your mandate or any other arrangement.
Changes in your authorized signatories or signing arrangement will not affect operation
by your password: you will need to change your password.
14.8 Your authorized signatories have full authority to do everything for you in relation to
your accounts including to operate your accounts, buy or sell any investments (in the
case of an investment account), make withdrawals or transfers (of cash, investments,
title documents and other property), register, deregister or close accounts, change
transaction limits, arrange with us for any facilities and accommodation, enter into any
agreement, give any instructions and complete and sign all documents including account
opening forms, but not to change your other authorized signatories, and, if you are one
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or more individuals, not to open accounts or apply for new services, unless agreed by us.
14.9 You will as required designate one or more of your accounts as settlement account(s).
Your authorised signatories for your investment account or settlement account may
operate both accounts and also any linked deposit, if we agree.
14.10 (a)

Electronic banking services (on the internet, telephone, or other electronic network
or devices as advised by us) allow you to access such services as are provided by us
on the relevant channel from time to time. Your instructions may be processed
automatically by computers without oversight.

(b)

Electronic messages are treated as a writing signed by the sender. Neither party
will contest the validity of a contract concluded by electronic messages on the
grounds that it was so concluded.

(c)

You acknowledge that an accepted instruction may be rejected by reason of
computer operations. You will check whether your instructions have been
executed. We will not notify non-execution.

14.11 You have read our notice to customers (as amended from time to time) relating to the
Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance. You authorize us to use your information for the
purposes and to disclose them to the persons referred to in that notice (as from time to
time varied) and to our service providers, and regulatory authorities, networks,
exchanges and clearing houses. We may share your information with our affiliates
for all purposes connected with your accounts and the services provided by them or
us to you. You authorize our affiliates and us to use your information for the purposes
of marketing any products and services to you.
14.12 We may destroy any document relating to your account after recording it in a manner
determined by us. Records will only be retained for the period determined by us.
14.13 These Rules and all transactions with you are, unless otherwise agreed, governed by
the laws of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The parties submit to the
non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Hong Kong courts.
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15.

Risk disclosure

General
The following risk disclosure statements cannot disclose all the risks involved. You should
undertake your own research and study before you trade or invest. You should carefully
consider whether trading or investment is suitable in light of your own financial position and
investment objectives. You are advised to seek independent financial and professional advice
before you trade or invest. You should seek independent professional advice if you are
uncertain of or have not understood any aspect of the above risk disclosure statements or the
nature and risks involved in trading or investment.
Risk of notional precious metals passbook account
The market in precious metals is volatile and a loss may be incurred from transacting in
precious metals. Precious metals do not bear interest.
Your purchase of precious metals for the account does not represent a purchase of physical
metals or a deposit of money. You will not have any interest in any precious metals owned
or held by us or be entitled to physical delivery of precious metals.
Although investment may bring about profit opportunities, each kind of investment tool
comes with its own risks, Due to the fluctuating nature of the precious metals markets, the
prices of precious metals may rise or fall beyond your expectations and your investment
funds may increase or decrease in value as a result of selling and purchasing of precious
metals. Before making any investment decision, you should assess your own willingness
and ability to bear risks and are advised to seek advice from an independent financial advisor.
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